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Bogo City, Northern Cebu, Philippines. On Wednesday, February 26th, Real Medicine Foundation 
received and distributed one 40 foot container load of medical supplies, generously donated by 
International Relief & Development (IRD), as part of our ongoing Typhoon Haiyan/Yolanda relief efforts.  
The container had an assortment of general medical supplies (dressings, surgical kits, IV supplies, 
protective wear, gowns, catheters, etc.) that are very useful for clinics and hospitals, especially in the 
wake of an emergency. 
 
The container arrived in Bogo from the Cebu Port the night of the 25th and was ready for unloading 
bright and early on the 26th of February.  RMF was again able to use the Bogo Sports Complex as a 
staging area to hold and divide up medical supplies among the three hospital stakeholders all in 
typhoon-affected areas of the Visayas: Cebu Provincial Hospital-Bogo City, Bantayan District Hospital 
and Daanbantayan District Hospital. These hospitals had all been overwhelmed with the significant 
increase in patients and dwindling supplies since Typhoon Haiyan/Yolanda struck. 

Real Medicine Foundation and IRD were represented by Real Medicine Philippines Project Directors 
Tony and Tita Dumagsa, and Board Member and VP of CITAA, Engr. Charlie Ng, and Engr. Marno 
Arcenas, a CITAA Board Member whose car and services were used to drive the above to Bogo. 

Dr. Minerva Millor and her team consisting of Dr. James Najarro of Bantayan Hospital, Ms. Imelda 
Calungsod of Cebu Provincial Hospital-Bogo City, and Mr. Mansueto Luche, the Hospital Administrative 
Director of Daanbantayan Hospital, together with midwives and 20 support workers were recruited to 
unload the container.  This large crew of volunteers was able to unload the container in record time 
starting at 8:30 and finishing at 9:36am! 

Tony Dumagsa also reviewed with all of the hospital stakeholders how to use the templates he designed 
containing a spreadsheet summary of the contents and quantity of the medical supplies, greatly 
facilitating the division and distribution of the medical supplies. 

As the work progressed, Tony and Tita Dumagsa and Charlie Ng received many words of thanks and 
appreciation from the stakeholders and aides, and the workers for the donations of medical supplies 
and for the previous shipment of pharmaceuticals from IRD/RMF.  Everyone articulated how happy they 
were that they have been given these donations for their hospitals, patients and communities.  It was 
noted by the doctors among the stakeholders that the larger boxes (5 of them) that were part of the 
delivery consisted of disposable sheets for operating tables. We found out that patients who must 
undergo surgeries generally try to go to Cebu City, unless it is an emergency, because the 3 hospitals are 
not well equipped for surgeries, especially major ones.  These disposable sheets will also be used for bed 
covers as the hospital beds in these 3 hospitals do not have any bed covers, just rubberized mattress 
covers, and can also be used as examination table covers. 

Dr. Minerva Millor will follow up the with the rest of the stakeholders to submit to Tony and Tita 
Dumagsa of Real Medicine Philippines their individually completed Confirmation of Delivery Forms and 
Donor Distribution Reports.  A narrative report will also be expected from each stakeholder to be sent to 
RMF. 



 



 



 



 



 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 


